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Baryon Asymmetry requires BSMP

Fact: There is more matter than antimatter

(WMAP/PLANCK, [4He],,…) 

How?  A) Initial condition – NO (inflation)

B) Evolution from h=0

A. Shakarov
Nobel Peace Prize 1975

1) Baryon number violation

2) CP Violation make and EDM

3) Rapid expansion (non-equilibrium)
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np ≠ np 

€ 

η =
np − np 

np + np 

≈ few ×10−10

Another possibility: CP violation in neutrinos + “seesaw”

CP         Baryon Asymmetry         NEW PHYSICS (BSMP) 
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external E-M field (Fµn)Pion-nucleon picture
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S+ nn

PoTo vertex

external E-M field (Fµn)Pion-nucleon picture



dn
SM » 10-32 e cm

Khriplovich,  Zhitnitsky (1982), McKellar et al., (1987) 

Standard-model/CKM EDMs small
Vanish at 2-loops for quarks and 3-loops for leptons

; dn
exp

< 3x10-26 e cm

DISCOVERY POTENTIAL!
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EDMs ALSO probe TeV-scale physics
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Particle Interactions Polarize Particles, Atoms, Molecules
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Fundamental theory

Low energy parameters

Nucleus level

Wilson coefficients (13)

CKM, q, SUSY, Multi Higgs, LR-symmetry 

gπ0 gπ1 (gπ2)      CT CS0(1)

ParamagneticDiamagnetic
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dn, dp
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Schiff moment
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Atom/molecule level

EDMs arise from many sources
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FIG. 4 (Color online) Sensitivity of the electron EDM (left panel) and neutron EDM (right panel) to the baryon asymmetry
in the MSSM. The horizontal axes give the bino soft mass parameter, M1; the vertical axes give the sine of the relative phase
of M1, the supersymmetric µ parameter, and the soft Higgs mass parameter b. The green bands indicate the values of these
parameters needed to obtain the observed baryon asymmetry. Nearly horizontal lines give contours of constant EDMs. Figure
originally published in Li et al. (2009).

B. General framework

As indicated by FIG. 1, EDMs in experimentally acce-
sible systems arise from CP-violation at a fundamental
level that is manifest at several energy or length scales.
The Lagrangian for a fundamental theory incorporating
SM CKM and ✓̄ and contributions together with BSM
physics can be written

LCPV = LCKM + L
✓̄

+ LBSM. (14)

The general framework that connects this to experiment,
E↵ective Field theory (EFT), absorbs higher-energy pro-
cesses into a set of operators that contribute at a scale
⇤ resulting in a set of weak scale, non-renormalizable
operators involving only SM fields. The corresponding
amplitudes scale as (v/⇤)d�4, where d is the operator’s
canonical dimension and v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vac-
uum expectation value.

The ✓̄ term in LCPV enters at EFT dimension four,
while CKM-generated fermion EDMs are dimension five,
but elecro-weak SU(2) ⇥ U(1) gauge invariance requires
coupling through the Higgs field making these e↵ectively
dimension six. BSM physics enters at dimension six and
higher i.e,

LBSM ! L
e↵

CPV
=

X

k,d

↵
(d)

k

✓
1

⇤

◆d�4

O
(d)

k
, (15)

where ↵
(d)

k
is the Wilson coe�cient for each operator

O
(d)

k
, k denotes all operators for a given d that are invari-

ant under both SU(2) and U(1), and the operators con-
tain only SM fields. However when considering only first
generation SM fermions and SM bosons, it is su�cient to
consider only d = 6. At this order, the relevant set of op-
erators, i.e. the “CP-violating sources” listed in Table II,
include the fermion SU(2)L and U(1)Y electroweak dipole
operators and the SU(3)C chromo-electric-dipole opera-
tors; a set of four fermion semi-leptonic and non-leptonic
operators; a CP-violating three-gluon operator; and a
CP-violating fermion-Higgs operator. After electroweak
symmetry-breaking, the dipole operators induce the el-
ementary fermion EDMs and Chromo-EDMs (CEDMs)
as well as analogous fermion couplings to the massive
electroweak gauge bosons that are not directly relevant
to the experimental observables discussed in this review.
The fermion-Higgs operator induces a four-quark CP-
violating operator whose transformation properties are
distinct from the other four-quark operators listed in Ta-
ble II.

The second term of the electromagnetic Lagrangian in
Eq 3 describes the EDM interaction for an elementary
fermion f , which couples left-handed to right-handed

fermions. Letting the Wilson coe�cient ↵
(6)

fVk
= gkCfVk ,

where k = B, W, G labels the Standard-Model elec-
troweak (B and W ) and gluon (G) gauge fields

LEDM = �i
df

2
 ̄�

µ⌫
�

5
Fµ⌫ 

=
1

⇤2
(gBCfBOfB + 2I3gW CfW OfW ),

(16)

dA=hede+ kSS(qQCD,gp) + (kTCT+kSCS) + h.o.
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Lazauskas, and Gudkov (2013), Wirzba, Bsaisou, and Nogga
(2017), and Yamanaka (2017)].

3. Paramagnetic systems

In paramagnetic systems with one or more unpaired elec-
trons, there is a net electric field E⃗eff at the electron’s average
position that is generallymuch greater than a laboratory electric
field (many V=Å or GV=cm). Consequently the EDMs of
paramagnetic atoms and P-odd and T-odd observables in
polar molecules are dominated by the electron EDM and the
nuclear-spin-independent electron-nucleon interaction, which
couples to a scalar (S) component of the nucleus current.
Taking the nuclear matrix element of the interactions given in
Eq. (23) and assuming nonrelativistic nucleons lead to the
atomic Hamiltonian

ĤS ¼
iGFffiffiffi
2

p δðr⃗Þ½ðZ þ NÞCð0Þ
S þ ðZ − NÞCð1Þ

S &γ0γ5. ð55Þ

The resulting atomic EDM dA is given by

dparaA ¼ ρeAde − κð0ÞS CS; ð56Þ

where

CS≡ Cð0Þ
S þ

"
Z − N
Z þ N

#
Cð1Þ
S ; ð57Þ

and ρeA and κð0ÞS are obtained from atomic and hadronic
computations.
For polar molecules, the effective Hamiltonian is

Ĥmol ¼ ½Wdde þWSðZ þ NÞCS&S⃗ · n̂þ ' ' ' ; ð58Þ

where S⃗ and n̂denote the unpaired electron spin and the unit
vector along the intermolecular axis, respectively. The quan-
tities Wd ∝ Eeff and WS that give the sensitivities of the
molecular energy to the electron EDM and electron-quark
interaction are obtained from molecular structure calculations
(Mosyagin, Kozlov, and Titov, 1998; Ginges and Flambaum,
2004; Petrov et al., 2007; Meyer and Bohn, 2008; Fleig and
Nayak, 2013; Skripnikov, Petrov, and Titov, 2013; Skripnikov,
2017). The resulting ground-state matrix element in the
presence of an external electric field E⃗ext is

hg:s:jĤmoljg:s:i ¼ ½Wdde þWSðZ þ NÞCS&ηðEextÞ; ð59Þ

with

ηðEextÞ ¼ hg:s:jS⃗ · n̂jg:s:iEext
: ð60Þ

This takes into account the orientation of the internuclear axis
and the internal electric field with respect to the external field,
i.e., the electric polarizability of the molecule. This leads to
the observable, a P-odd and T-odd frequency shift measured
in molecular experiments discussed in Sec. IV.C.

4. Diamagnetic atoms and molecules

The EDMs of diamagnetic atoms of present experimental
interest arise from the nuclear Schiff moment and the

nuclear-spin-dependent electron-nucleon interaction, which
couples to the tensor (T) nuclear current. The Schiff moment,
accounting for both contributions from the EDMs of unpaired
nucleons and the long-range pion-nucleon coupling, can be
written

S¼ sNdN þmNgA
Fπ

½a0ḡ
ð0Þ
π þ a1ḡ

ð1Þ
π þ a2ḡ

ð2Þ
π &; ð61Þ

where contributions from the unpaired nucleon EDMs are
given by sðdNÞ ¼ sndnþ spdp (Dzuba, Flambaum, and
Silvestrov, 1985; Dmitriev and Sen’kov, 2003; Ban et al.,
2010; Yoshinaga, Higashiyama, and Arai, 2010). Values of
a0;1;2 from Eq. (61) for 199Hg, 129Xe, 225Ra, and TlF are
presented in Table V. These depend on the details of the
assumed nucleon-nucleon interaction. However, note that there
is no single consistent approach for all nuclei of interest. As
discussed, each isospin component may be particularly sensi-
tive to a subset of the possible CP-violating interactions. For
example, the QCD parameter θ̄ contributes most strongly to
ḡð0Þπ , while the effect of WL −WR mixing in the left-right
symmetric model shows up most strongly in ḡð1Þπ .
The nucleon EDM long-range and short-range contribu-

tions to the Schiff moment can be separated using Eq. (51)
to write

S¼ sNd̄srN þ
$
mNgA
Fπ

a0 þ sNαn̄gð0Þπ

%
ḡð0Þπ

þ
$
mNgA
Fπ

a1 þ sNαn̄gð1Þπ

%
ḡð1Þπ ; ð62Þ

where the coefficients αNḡð0;1Þπ
, given in Table IV, are the factors

multiplying ḡð0Þπ and ḡð1Þπ in Eq. (51), and the smaller ḡð2Þπ pion-
nucleon contribution to S has been dropped.
Contributions from the electron-nucleus interaction are

revealed in the Hamiltonian resulting from Eq. (24):

ĤT ¼ 2iGFffiffiffi
2

p δðr⃗Þ½Cð0Þ
T þ Cð1Þ

T τ3&σ⃗N · γ⃗; ð63Þ

where the sum over all nucleons is again implicit; τ3 is the
nucleon isospin Pauli matrix, σ⃗N is the nucleon spin Pauli
matrix, and γ⃗ acts on the electron wave function. Including the
effect of ĤT , the individual nucleon EDMs dN , and the nuclear
Schiff moment S [Eq. (7)], one has

dAðdiaÞ ¼ κSS− ½kð0ÞCT
Cð0Þ
T þ kð1ÞCT

Cð1Þ
T &; ð64Þ

where κS and k
ð0;1Þ
CT

give the sensitivities of the ddiaA to the Schiff
moment and the isoscalar and isovector electron-quark tensor
interactions and are provided in Tables IVand V. As indicated
in Eq. (25), the isoscalar and isovector tensor couplings
depend on the same Wilson coefficient ImCð3Þ

lequ , so their
values differ only due to the different nucleon tensor form
factors. Until recently, there has been limited information on
the nucleon tensor form factors gð0;1ÞT . Computations using

Chupp et al.: Electric dipole moments of atoms, molecules, …
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Diagmagetic atoms and nucleons
T.C. & M. Ramsey-Musolf – Phys. Rev. C 91 035502 (2015)
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The nuclear Schi↵ moment arises from a TVPV nucleon-nucleon interaction generated by the pion exchange,
where one of the pion-nucleon vertices is the strong pion-nucleon coupling and the other is the TVPV pion-nucleon
interaction:

L
TVPV
⇡NN = N̄

h
ḡ
(0)
⇡ ~⌧ · ~⇡ + ḡ

(1)
⇡ ⇡

0 + ḡ
(2)
⇡

�
3⌧3⇡

0
� ~⌧ · ~⇡

�i
N . (II.13)

As discussed in detail in [1] and references therein, the isotensor coupling ḡ
(2)
⇡ is generically suppressed by a factor

. 0.01 with respect to ḡ
(0)
⇡ and ḡ

(1)
⇡ by factors associated with isospin-breaking and/or the electromagnetic interaction

for underlying sources of CPV. Consequently we will omit ḡ
(2)
⇡ from our analysis. The nuclear Schi↵ moment can then

be expressed as

S =
mNgA

F⇡

h
a0ḡ

(0)
⇡ + a1ḡ

(1)
⇡

i
(II.14)

where gA ⇡ 1.27 is the nucleon isovector axial coupling, and F⇡ = 92.4 MeV is the pion decay constant. The specific
values of a0,1 for the nuclei of interest are tabulated in Table VI. As discussed in detail in Ref. [1], there exists
considerable uncertainty in the nuclear Schi↵ moment calculations, so we will adopt the “best values” and theoretical
ranges for the a0,1 given in that work.

The neutron and proton EDMs arise from two sources. The long-range contributions from the TVPV ⇡-NN

interaction have been computed using heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory, with the remaining short distance
contributions contained in the “low-energy constants” d̄

sr
n and d̄

sr
p [17]:

dn = d̄
sr
n �

egAḡ
(0)
⇡

8⇡2F⇡

(
ln

m
2
⇡

m
2
N

�
⇡m⇡

2mN
+

ḡ
(1)
⇡

4ḡ
(0)
⇡

(1 � 0)
m

2
⇡

m
2
N

ln
m

2
⇡

m
2
N

)
(II.15)

dp = d̄
sr
p +

egAḡ
(0)
⇡

8⇡2F⇡

(
ln

m
2
⇡

m
2
N

�
2⇡m⇡

mN
�

ḡ
(1)
⇡

4ḡ
(0)
⇡


2⇡m⇡

mN
+ (

5
2

+ 0 + 1)
m

2
⇡

m
2
N

ln
m

2
⇡

m
2
N

�)
, (II.16)

where 0 and 1 are the isoscalar and isovector nucleon anomalous magnetic moments, respectively. At present, we
do not possess an up-to-date, consistent set of ⇢

N
Z for all of the diamagnetic atoms of interest here. Rather than

introduce an additional set of associated nuclear theory uncertainties, we thus do not include these terms in our fit.
Looking to the future, additional nuclear theory work in this regard would be advantageous since, for example, the
sensitivity of the present 199Hg result to dn is not too di↵erent from the limit obtained in Ref. [4].

Low energy parameters: summary

Based on the foregoing discussion, our global analysis of EDM searches will take into account the following param-
eters:

• Paramagnetic atoms and polar molecules: de and CS

• Neutron and diamagnetic atoms: ḡ
(0)
⇡ , ḡ

(1)
⇡ , d̄

sr
n , and C

(0,1)
T for the neutron and diamagnetic atoms.

B. CPV sources of the low-energy parameters

In order to interpret the low-energy parameters in terms of underlying sources of CPV, we will consider those
contained in the SM as well as possible physics beyond the SM. A convenient, model independent framework for doing
so entails writing the CPV Lagrangian in terms of SM fields [1]:

LCPV = LCKM + L✓̄ + L
e↵
BSM . (II.17)

Here the CPV SM CKM [22] and QCD [23–25] interactions are

LCKM = �
ig2
p

2
V

pq
CKMŪ

p
L 6W

+
D

q
L + h.c. , (II.18)

L✓̄ = �
g
2
3

16⇡2
✓̄ Tr

⇣
G

µ⌫
G̃µ⌫

⌘
, (II.19)

where g2 and g3 are the weak and strong coupling constants, respectively, U
p
L (Dp

L) is a generation-p left-handed
up-type (down-type) quark field, V

pq
CKM denotes a CKM matrix element, W

±
µ are the charged weak gauge fields, and

≈ �̅�!"# − (1.44×10$%&𝑔'
()) − 8.3×10$%+𝑔'

% ) 𝑒 − 𝑐𝑚

�̅�'
()) ≈ 0.27 �̅�

CT gp0 gp1 d0sr d1sr

n, p 1 -1
Xe, Hg, TlF, Ra x x x
95% upper limit 3x10-7 1.2x10-9 2.9x10-10 1.8x10-23

d

d
u

�̅� < (2×10!"# − 4×10!$)

estimate of S using the one-body effective P-odd and T-odd
potential for a valence nucleon

Ŵ ¼ GFffiffiffi
2

p ηa
2mN

σ⃗a· ∇⃗ρAðr⃗Þ; ð37Þ

where ρAðr⃗Þ is the nuclear density and, for valence nucleon
a¼ n or p, the P-odd and T-odd coupling strength is

ηn ¼ ðN=AÞηnn þ ðZ=AÞηnp;
ηp ¼ ðN=AÞηpn þ ðZ=AÞηpp: ð38Þ

In the SM the ηa’s are proportional to GFδ̄.
For 129Xe and 199Hg, both of which have an unpaired

neutron, Flambaum, Khriplovich, and Sushkov (1986) find
Schiff moments

Sð129XeÞ ≈ 1.75 × 10−8ηnpe fm3;

Sð199HgÞ ≈ −1.4 × 10−8ηnpe fm3. ð39Þ

Donoghue, Holstein, and Musolf (1987) corrected an earlier
computation of ηnp by properly taking into account the
constraints from chiral symmetry resulting in jηnpj ≲ 10−9,
leading to the SM estimates for the atomic EDMs

jdAð129XeÞCKMj ≲ 5 × 10−35e cm;

jdAð199HgÞCKMj ≲ 4 × 10−34e cm. ð40Þ

Here we have used dAð129XeÞ=S¼ 2.7 × 10−18 cm=fm3 and
dAð199HgÞ=S¼ −2.8 × 10−17 cm=fm3 given in Table V.
The EDMs of unpaired nucleons also contribute to the

Schiff moment and atomic EDM. For 129Xe and 199Hg, the
unpaired neutron is dominant. Combining the dependence of
the Schiff moment on dn from Yoshinaga, Higashiyama, and
Arai (2010) for 129Xe and Dmitriev and Sen’kov (2003) for
199Hg with the SM estimate for dn:

dAð129XeÞCKMðnÞ ≈ 6 × 10−6dn;

dAð199HgÞCKMðnÞ ≈ 4 × 10−4dn; ð41Þ

resulting in

jdAð129XeÞCKMðnÞj ≲ 3.6 × 10−37e cm;

jdAð199HgÞCKMðnÞj ≲ 2.4 × 10−35e cm. ð42Þ

CP violation in the strong interaction arises from the term
in the QCD Lagrangian formed by the gluon field Gμν

combined with its dual G̃μν ¼ ϵμναβGαβ=2:

Lθ̄ ¼ −
αS
16π2

θ̄TrðGμνG̃μνÞ; ð43Þ

where αS is the strong coupling constant.5 This will
contribute to the neutron and proton EDM directly as well

as induce a nuclear Schiff moment through the T-odd and
P-odd (isospin-zero) pion-nucleon coupling (Crewther et al.,
1979; Pospelov and Ritz, 1999; Shindler, Luu, and de Vries,
2015). For the neutron, the results fall in the range

dθ̄n ≈ −ð0.9–1.2Þ × 10−16θ̄e cm: ð44Þ

Recently Abramczyk et al. (2017) observed the need to apply
a correction to lattice QCD computations of the dθ̄n.
Thus experimental constraints on EDMs in hadronic systems

can be used to set an upper bound on θ̄. Assuming this
interaction is the sole source of CP violation and neglecting
uncertainties associated with the hadronic and nuclear physics,
limits from dn or from dAð199HgÞ imply θ̄ ⪅ 10−10. As
discussed in Sec. V, allowing for multiple sources of CP
violation can weaken this upper bound considerably, but the
resulting constraint is nonetheless severe: θ̄ ⪅ 10−6. Either
way, the small value allowed for a nonvanishing θ̄ parameter
gives rise to the “strong CP problem.” This may be addressed
by the axion solution, which postulates an axion fieldaðxÞ that
couples to gluons with the Lagrangian (Peccei and Quinn,
1977a, 1977b)

La¼
1

2
∂μa∂μa− VðaÞ −aðxÞ

fa

αS
8π

GμνG̃μν: ð45Þ

The first term is the kinetic energy, VðaÞ is the axion potential,
the third term is the axion-gluon coupling, and fais the axion
decay constant, which is analogous to the pion decay constant.
The ground state is the minimum of the axion potential, which
shifts the value of θ̄ → θ̄ þ hai=faand could lead to cancella-
tions that suppress θ̄.
Neutrino masses established by neutrino oscillations

give rise to a 3 × 3 neutrino-mixing matrix with a single
CP-violating phase analogous to the CKM phase. If
neutrinos are Majorana particles, two-loop contributions
to de are possible (Ng and Ng, 1996). However, this turns
out to make a small contribution unless the neutrino masses
are very specifically tuned (Archambault, Czarnecki, and
Pospelov, 2004).

E. Beyond-standard-model physics

Observational and theoretical motivations for beyond-
standard-model physics include the need to explain dark
matter, nonvanishing neutrino masses, the observed matter-
antimatter asymmetry, and considerations of naturalness,
which require a mechanism to solve the “hierarchy
problem” associated with loop corrections to weak-scale
physics. In general, BSM scenarios that address these
issues provide new mechanisms of CP violation that also
generate EDMs. Here we discuss the EDM implications of
a few representative BSM scenarios of current interest:
SUSY, left-right symmetric models, and extended Higgs
sectors.
SUSY introduces symmetry between fermions and

bosons, postulating an extra Higgs doublet and a set of
new particles—“superpartners” of the SM particles called
squarks, sleptons, and gauginos. With this spectrum of
new particles come new couplings and, most importantly,

5Following Grzadkowski et al. (2010), ϵ0123 ¼ 1. This sign
convention is opposite to that used by Pospelov and Ritz (2005)
and elsewhere. Consequently, Lθ̄ carries an overall −1 compared to
what frequently appears in the literature.
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Storage Ring EDMs will challenge neutrons

and a smaller and more compact storage ring is being
developed at PSI. A proposal for injecting muons into such
a compact storage ring as well as an evaluation of the
systematic effects due specifically to the lower muon energy
was presented by Adelmann et al. (2010).
The two main differences between an experiment designed

for muons and one designed for light nuclei are the need for
more careful control of the beam properties to preserve the
spin coherence and, of course, a different spin polarimetry
scheme. A spread in the beam position and momentum smears
the cancellation of the g − 2 spin precession which would,
after many cycles, result in decoherence of the beam. Since the
muon spin-coherence time is limited by the finite muon
lifetime, this is not as critical for the muon EDM experiment.
For the case of a proton EDM search, choosing B⃗ ¼ 0 and
β ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ 1

p
suppresses the β⃗ × E⃗ term (Anastassopoulos

et al., 2016). This requires effective magnetic shielding, such
as that discussed in Sec. III.A. The electric storage ring with
bending radius R ¼ ðm=eÞ=E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aðaþ 1Þ

p
is generally only

possible for particles with positive magnetic-moment anoma-
lies (a > 0). With E ¼ 106 V=m, a bending radius of R ≈
10 m is required for protons. Progress has been made in
describing the challenging problem of orbital and spin
dynamics inside electrostatic rings (Mane, 2008, 2012,
2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c; Hacömeroğlu
and Semertzidis, 2014; Metodiev et al., 2015), developing
simulation code for electrostatic rings (Talman and Talman,
2015a, 2015b), and calculating the fringe fields for different
plate geometries (Metodiev et al., 2014). To achieve sensi-
tivity of 10−29e cm, impractically small residual magnetic
fields would be required, thus two counterpropagating beams
within the same storage ring are envisioned, for which a
vertical separation would develop in the presence of a radial
magnetic field. After several cycles around the ring, this
vertical separation would be large enough to measure using
SQUID magnetometers as precision beam position monitors.
The development of an electric storage-ring experiment
dedicated to measurement of the proton EDM is being pursued
by the Storage Ring EDM Collaboration srEDM (Rathmann,
Saleev, and Nikolaev, 2013).

A magnetic storage ring could also be used to measure the
J ¼ 1 deuteron EDM using a similar technique. The deuteron
polarization would be analyzed by the asymmetry in elastic
scattering from a carbon target (Brantjes et al., 2012). The
goal for the deuteron EDM experiment is to maintain the spin
coherence for at least as long as the vacuum-limited ion
storage time which is about 103 s for a vacuum of 10−10 Torr,
which has been demonstrated at the cooler synchrotron
(COSY) storage ring (Guidoboni et al., 2016). The theory
of spin evolution for a J ¼ 1 particle in electromagnetic fields
was developed by Silenko (2015).
The Jülich Electric Dipole moment Investigations (JEDI)

Collaboration in Germany is undertaking precursor experi-
ments while developing long term plans to measure the EDMs
of the proton, deuteron, and 3He using an “all-in-one” electric
and magnetic storage ring (Rathmann, Saleev, and Nikolaev,
2013). An intermediate step is direct measurement of the
proton and deuteron EDMs with lower statistical sensitivity
using the presently available magnetostatic COSY storage
ring with some modifications. The main challenge is to
introduce beam-line elements that prevent the spin precession
due to the magnetic-moment anomaly from washing out the
torque on the spin generated by the presence of an EDM. One
suggestion is to synchronize the EDM torque to the magnetic-
moment anomaly spin precession (Orlov, Morse, and
Semertzidis, 2006); however, the approach being developed
for COSY by the JEDI Collaboration is to partially “freeze” or
lock the spin to the momentum using a beam element called a
“magic” rf Wien filter (Morse, Orlov, and Semertzidis, 2013).
If the parameters of the Wien filter are carefully chosen, one
component of the particle’s spin does not undergo the usual
magnetic-moment anomaly spin precession, which would
allow the EDM torque to build up a transverse polarization.
Spin polarimetry is critical both for measuring the EDM

signal as well as for diagnosing and improving the spin-
coherence time. Significant progress has been made toward
controlling systematics related to spin polarimetry for deuter-
ons. Results indicate that precision polarimetry for both
deuterons and protons is feasible at the ppm level, which is
required for a 10−29e cm EDM sensitivity. Preliminary efforts

TABLE X. Relevant parameters for proposed storage-ring EDM searches. The present muon EDM limit is 1.8 × 10−19e cm and the indirect
limit on the proton EDM derived from the atomic-EDM limit of 199Hg is 2 × 10−25e cm. The magnetic-moment anomaly is calculated using
values for the unshielded magnetic moments of the particles from CODATA 2014 (Mohr, Newell, and Taylor, 2016). The sign convention for
positively charged particles is such that the magnetic field is vertical and the particles are circulating clockwise. References are E989: muon
g − 2 experiment at Fermilab (Gorringe and Hertzog, 2015); E34: muon g − 2 experiment at JPARC (Gorringe and Hertzog, 2015); srEDM:
muon EDM at JPARC (Kanda, 2014); “all-electric” proton EDM at Brookhaven (Anastassopoulos et al., 2016); deuteron EDM at JPARC
(Morse, 2011); PSI: compact muon EDM (Adelmann et al., 2010); JEDI: “all-in-one” proton, deuteron, and helion EDM at COSY (Rathmann,
Saleev, and Nikolaev, 2013).

Particle J a jp⃗j (GeV=c) γ jB⃗j (T) jE⃗j ðkV=cmÞ jE⃗0j=γ ðkV=cmÞ R (m) σgoald (e cm) Ref.

μ% 1=2 þ0.001 17 3.094 29.3 1.45 0.0 4300 7.11 10−21 E989
0.3 3.0 3.0 0.0 8500 0.333 10−21 E34
0.5 5.0 0.25 22.0 760 7.0 10−24 srEDM
0.125 1.57 1.0 6.7 2300 0.42 10−24 PSI

pþ 1=2 þ1.792 85 0.7007 1.248 0.0 80.0 80 52.3 10−29 srEDM
0.7007 1.248 0.0 140.0 140 30.0 10−29 JEDI

dþ 1 −0.142 99 1.0 1.13 0.5 120.0 580 8.4 10−29 srEDM
1.000 1.13 0.135 33.0 160 30.0 10−29 JEDI

3Heþþ 1=2 −4.184 15 1.211 1.09 0.042 140.0 89 30.0 10−29 JEDI
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Figure 2.1:
Energy levels if d = +|d| for a 2-level system with a negative gyromagnetic
ratio, like 3He and 129Xe. (Not to scale.)

Then, we can combine a pair of frequency measurements with opposite E0 directions

|!(+E0)� !(�E0)| =
����
2dE0

~F

���� (2.6)

In practice, there is some magnetic field drift between the two measurements, so, in-

stead, for a pair of measurements we have for a spin-1/2 system

|!(+E0)� !(�E0)| =
����
4dE0

~

����+ � �B. (2.7)

where �B is the shift in the magnetic field between the two measurements. Even with very

stable laboratory magnetic fields, the second term can easily dominate. To address this in

the HeXeEDM experiment, we use a 3He comagnetometer. Use of a 129Xe-3He comag-

netometer was developed previously to take advantage of the ability to polarize multiple

noble gas species at once using spin-exchange optical pumping [32] and was utilized in the

Rosenberry experiment [22]. Other precision searches have also used a 129Xe–3He comag-

netometer [33, 34]. Due to its small Z, the atomic EDM for 3He is suppressed relative to

the 129Xe EDM. Therefore, the 3He precession frequency was used to track changes in the

magnetic field. Details for how the comagnetometer correction was applied in the anal-

ysis are discussed in Ch. V. For a single frequency measurement with B = +B0ẑ and
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EDM Measurement

• Strong electric field (static): need neutral particles (or confined ion)
•  Large signal needs POLARIZATION (usually optical pumping)
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Experiments

• Strong electric field

•  Large signal needs POLARIZATION (usually optical pumping)
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• MEASURE FREQUENCIES (N. Ramsey…)

• AND MAGNETIC FIELDS - (Co)magnetometry
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• Inverse of the period of an oscillator

• Rate of change of phase (need a phase detector)
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Measuring Frequencies

T=2π/w

Measure many cycles

w convention: always write ,
-'

(Hz)

Type equation here.

𝜔 =
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𝜏
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Measuring Phase – Ramsey SOF
Separated Oscillatory Fields

Measure many cycles
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Figure 2: Illustration of the fit to the Ramsey central fringe. Data without electric field are omitted. The data
scatters around the four working points. Faded data and lines are for the blinded case (illustration for very large
artificial EDM).
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Figure 3: A typical sequence of cycles. Upper plot shows the neutron frequency fn as a function of cycle number;
lower plot shows the frequency ratio R. The colors correspond to the high-voltage polarity (blue: negative, red:
positive, black: zero). The vertical lines separate the sub-sequences.

to adjust the vertical gradient in a range of approximately ±25 pT�cm [26]. Within a base configuration,
all cycles with the same applied magnetic gradients were grouped in one sequence. The analyzed dataset
consists of 99 sequences. The voltage applied to the top electrode was changed periodically: eight cycles at
zero volts followed by 48 cycles at ±132 kV, with the pattern then being repeated under reversed polarity.
During the analysis sequences were split into sub-sequences having polarity patterns of + − −+ or − + +−.

The analysis searched for shifts in the neutrons’ Larmor precession frequency that were proportional to
the applied electric field Ei. To determine the neutron frequency fn,i for each cycle from the measured
asymmetry Ai we fitted the Ramsey resonance

Ai = Ao� ∓ – cos�fi�fi

�‹
+�� (2)

to the data of each sub-sequence (see Fig. 2), with negative (positive) sign for SF1 turned o� (on). In Eq. (2)
�‹ = (2T + 8tLF�fi)−1 = 2.7 mHz is the resonance linewidth, �fi is the applied spin-flip frequency fn,LF

corrected for magnetic-field changes [38], and Ao� , –, and �, are free parameters: o�set, fringe visibility, and
phase, respectively. Individual values of fn,i per cycle were extracted by keeping the fit parameters fixed
and rearranging Eq. (2) for �fi.

to complications arising from beam divergence and motional
(v⃗ × E⃗) effects (Dress et al., 1977). These systematic issues
led to experiments using stored UCN, trading higher neutron
density for longer observation times and reduced velocity
(Altarev et al., 1980). Two recent stored-UCN experiment
configurations are shown in Fig. 19. For the ILL-Sussex-
Rutherford experiment [Fig. 19(a)] (Baker et al., 2006) a
single chamber is used along with a comagnetometer, while
the Gatchina experiment [Fig. 19(b)] (Altarev et al., 1992,
1996) employed a pair of chambers with opposite electric
fields and a common magnetic field. In the latter scheme,
common-mode time-dependent magnetic-field variations are
rejected to the degree to which the common magnetic field is
uniform. The ILL experiment is analyzed as a spin-clock
comparison using a variation of Ramsey’s separated oscil-
latory field technique to measure two spin-polarized species
(neutrons and a 199Hg comagnetometer) in the same volume at
the same time. In the Gatchina approach, both chambers have

very similar systematics and the velocities of the UCN are
small enough that many systematic effects are negligible at the
10−26e cm level.
In Ramsey’s technique (Ramsey, 1990b), an interferometer

in time is realized by comparing the phase from a spin clock
with frequency ωL, the Larmor precession frequency, with the
phase of a reference clock with frequency ωR after a fixed
measurement time τ as illustrated in Fig. 20. The optimal
observation time τ is based on the UCN storage time and the
polarization lifetimes (T!

2) of the UCN and the comagnetom-
eter. The phases of the spins and the clock evolve at the
different frequencies, and the phase difference after a time τ is
Δ ¼ ðωL − ωRÞτ. This is read out using the polarization Pz,
i.e., the projection of the spin along the B0 field after the
second pulse is applied. In terms of the number of neutrons
detected with spin parallel (N↑) and antiparallel (N↓) to B0 at
the end of the free-precession cycle, the polarization is

Pz ¼
N↑ − N↓

N↑ þ N↓
: ð86Þ

For Δ ¼ 0, π=2, π, Pz=P0 ¼ −1, 0, 1, respectively, where P0

is the maximum magnitude of the polarization. To maximize
sensitivity to a change of frequency, Δ ¼ & π=2 is chosen to
provide the maximum slope of the fringes:

tim
e

B1 ( r) P( L) B0  

FIG. 20. Ramsey’s technique of separated oscillatory fields. The
experiment starts out with polarized particles in a stable and
uniform magnetic field B0, with a stable external oscillator at
frequency ωR near the Larmor frequency ωL of the particles in the
B0 field. First a π=2 pulse of oscillating magnetic field (B1)
rotates the polarization into the plane normal to B0, creating a
superposition of spin-up and spin-down states. The spins and
external clock evolve independently until a second π=2 pulse is
applied. The second pulse measures the phase difference between
the oscillator and precessing spins that accumulates during the
free-precession interval. Time evolves from top to bottom in the
figure.
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FIG. 19. Neutron-EDM apparatus from (a) the ILL-Sussex-
Rutherford experiment with one chamber for UCN and a
comagnetometer. From Baker et al., 2006. (b) The Gatchina
apparatus, as set up at ILL, with two neutron storage chambers so
that parallel and antiparallel E and B field orientations are
measured simultaneously. From Serebrov et al., 2015. Both
experiments are run with the storage chamber in vacuum at
room temperature.
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magnetometer  is integrated over  the 70 s neutron 
storage interval.  Readings  are also recorded from a 
flux gate magne tomete r  placed between the two out- 
ermost  layers o f  the mu-meta l  shield. The direct ion 
of  the fixed magnet ic  field is reversed every two 
weeks, as one of  several ways of  looking for possible 
systematic  effects. 

Fig. 2 shows the Ramsey  resonance pattern.  The 
resonant  frequency of  the neutrons and the visibi l i ty 
o~ = ( Ct - C2 ) / (Ct + (72) are de te rmined  from the se- 
quence of  four points  shown. The value of  ce is re- 
lated to the overall  polar iza t ion  efficiency of  the ex- 
per iment ,  and is 0.64 for this apparatus.  A dedica ted  
VAX 11/730 compute r  makes occasional discrete 
changes in the appl ied  frequencies to follow the res- 
onance pat tern as the magnet ic  field drifts. The t im- 
ing of  the measurement  cycles is controlled by a stand- 
alone microprocessor  unit, while the high voltage 
cycles are kept in phase with the measurement  cycles 
by the computer .  An EDM will appear  as a l inear  cor- 
relat ion between the resonant  frequency of  the neu- 
trons and the electric field. The m i n i m u m  uncer- 
ta inty in the EDM, due to counting statistics is [ 9] 

fi 
cr~ 2 o z E T s x / N '  ( 1 ) 

where E is the magni tude  o f  the electric field, Ts is 

the storage t ime and N the number  o f  neutrons 
counted. 

3. Data analysis 

A single resonant  frequency for the neutrons,  for 
each measurement  cycle, is deduced by combining the 
neutron counts from each spin state in such a way 
that  the result is independent  o f  f luctuations in the 
init ial  density. Fig. 3 shows the resonant frequencies 
for the neutrons and the neutrons minus the average 
o f  the magnetometers .  Jumps  in the magnetic  field 
can be due, for example,  to movements  of  the reactor 
crane, relaxat ion movements  of  the shields or turn- 
ing on, or off, o f  magnets on other  experiments.  

The data  have been analysed using three different, 
and independent ly  written, algorithms, all of  which 
produce results in good agreement  with each other. 
Only data  taken between jumps  in the magnetic  field 
are retained,  and the slow drifts are e l iminated  by fit- 
ting various order  polynomials ,  by using weighted 
strings, or by using a Four ier  t ransform filter. The 
EDM is calculated from the difference between the 
average resonant frequency with the electric and 
magnet ic  fields parallel  and that with the fields anti-  
parallel.  The uncertainty is calculated from the scat- 
ter of  the data  within a run. The results from differ- 
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Fig. 2. A neutron magnetic resonance curve obtained using the 
time-separated oscillatory fields technique. Polarized ultra-cold 
neutrons were stored for 68 s in a magnetic field of 1 I.tT, giving 
a linewidth of 7 mHz for the central fringe. Data are taken at the 
four points shown, which are approximately halfway up each side 
of the central fringe, and separated by one tenth ofa linewidth. 
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F i g .  3.  A t y p i c a l  d a t a  r u n  o f  o n e  d a y  s h o w i n g  ( a )  t h e  m e a s u r e d  

neut ron  resonant  frequencies per  m e a s u r e m e n t  cycle; (b )  the 
s ame  set when  corrected by the average  m a g n e t o m e t e r  readings. 
The  zeroes of  the curves  have  been suppressed and the curves  
displaced for clarity. 
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What we want

What we want How we get it sd Dependence

Long observation times UCN Storage 1/T
High electric fields Limited by ”bottle” 1/E

Precise phase measurement Lots of UCNs ⁄1 𝑁./0
Stable magnetic fields MSR, magnetometry sB

Uniform magnetic fields Magnet design ∇𝐵

Ultra-Cold Neutrons (UCN)
SLOW (<8 m/s), “long” wavelength (50 nm) with OPTICAL PROPERTIES - Storage

Property Value Feature

Charge 0 “Inert”

Magnetic moment 2µ/mn=(3.4 m/s)2/T Polarize/spin transport
Mass mg=(3.1 m/s)2/m Manipulate with gravity

Strong Interactions Reflect/absorb/Store

Weak interactions tn=781 s Limits observation time

	



Ultra-Cold Neutrons (UCN)
SLOW (<8 m/s), “long” wavelength (50 nm) 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

using a medium that is not in thermal equilibrium with the
neutrons. For example, Fig. 17 shows the dispersion curves for
a free neutron and for thermal excitations in superfluid helium
(SF-He), a typical choice for a superthermal source material.
The curves cross at two points: E0 ¼ 0 and E1 ¼ E0 þ Δ,
where Δ ≈ 1 meV corresponding to neutron wavelength λ0 ¼
8.9 Å (Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux, 1991). This is
effectively a two-state system, and neutrons at E1 can
resonantly transfer their energy to the SF-He resulting in
final UCN energy EUCN ≈ E0 with a small spread due to the
width of the excitations. The process EUCN þ Δ → EUCN,
called “down-scattering,” is effectively independent of SF-He
temperature T. The reverse process, a UCN absorbing energy
Δ from the SF-He thermal bath (“up-scattering”), is exponen-
tially suppressed for Δ ≥ kBT according to the principle of
detailed balance, which gives the ratio of the up-scattering and

down-scattering cross sections (Golub, Richardson, and
Lamoreaux, 1991):

σðEUCN → EUCN þ ΔÞ
σðEUCN þ Δ → EUCNÞ

¼ EUCN þ Δ
EUCN

e−Δ=kBT: ð80Þ

The accumulation of UCN and the increase of the phase-space
density of the neutrons does not violate Liouville’s theorem,
because the UCN and excitations in SF-He are both part of the
same thermal system. Producing SF-He requires temperatures
T < 2.17 K. However, due to up-scattering T ≤ 0.6 K is
optimal for UCN production.
The equilbrium UCN density for a given UCN lifetime τtot

inside an SF-He source is ρUCN ¼ τtotRI , where the UCN
production rate per unit volume for SF-He density ρSF and
incident cold-neutron differential flux dΦ0=dλ is

RI ¼ ρSF

Z
dΦ0

dλ
σðλ → λUCNÞdλ: ð81Þ

For incident neutron wavelength near λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å, and assum-
ing a chamber with VF ¼ 252 neV (i.e., Be), the theoretical
UCN production rate based on the combined calculations of
Golub and Pendlebury (1977) and Yoshiki (2003) is
RI ¼ð4.55 % 0.25Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1, for dΦ0=dλ in
units of neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Baker et al. (2003) measured
the production rate for a narrow-band neutron beam near 9 Å,
which, when combined with the measured incident flux, is
interpreted as RI ¼ð3.48 % 0.53Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1.
Minimizing losses during UCN production is critical for

achieving high UCN densities. The loss rate is ultimately
limited by the neutron lifetime τnwith additional contributions
for a total loss rate:

1

τtot
¼ 1

τup
þ 1

τwalls
þ 1

τslits
þ 1

τabs
þ 1

τn
. ð82Þ

(1) The thermal up-scattering rate 1=τup is small at the
typical operating temperature of about 0.8 K [see
Eq. (80)], and below 0.6 K performance does not
further improve (Piegsa et al., 2014).

FIG. 16. UCN source at PF-2 at the Institut Max von Laue—
Paul Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. Neutrons from the low-
energy tail of the cold-neutron spectrum are guided upward and
lose energy in the gravitational potential. The turbine further
shifts the spectrum to longer wavelengths to produce UCN that
are provided to a number of experiments including the EDM.
From communication group ILL.
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FIG. 17. Single phonon dispersion curve for SF-He with a
minimum at k ≈ 2 nm−1 and the free neutron En¼ ðℏkÞ2=2mn.
The two curves intersect at En¼ 0 and 1 meV corresponding to
k ¼ 0.7 Å−1 or λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å.
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where Δ ≈ 1 meV corresponding to neutron wavelength λ0 ¼
8.9 Å (Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux, 1991). This is
effectively a two-state system, and neutrons at E1 can
resonantly transfer their energy to the SF-He resulting in
final UCN energy EUCN ≈ E0 with a small spread due to the
width of the excitations. The process EUCN þ Δ → EUCN,
called “down-scattering,” is effectively independent of SF-He
temperature T. The reverse process, a UCN absorbing energy
Δ from the SF-He thermal bath (“up-scattering”), is exponen-
tially suppressed for Δ ≥ kBT according to the principle of
detailed balance, which gives the ratio of the up-scattering and
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ing a chamber with VF ¼ 252 neV (i.e., Be), the theoretical
UCN production rate based on the combined calculations of
Golub and Pendlebury (1977) and Yoshiki (2003) is
RI ¼ð4.55 % 0.25Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1, for dΦ0=dλ in
units of neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Baker et al. (2003) measured
the production rate for a narrow-band neutron beam near 9 Å,
which, when combined with the measured incident flux, is
interpreted as RI ¼ð3.48 % 0.53Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1.
Minimizing losses during UCN production is critical for

achieving high UCN densities. The loss rate is ultimately
limited by the neutron lifetime τnwith additional contributions
for a total loss rate:
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(1) The thermal up-scattering rate 1=τup is small at the
typical operating temperature of about 0.8 K [see
Eq. (80)], and below 0.6 K performance does not
further improve (Piegsa et al., 2014).

FIG. 16. UCN source at PF-2 at the Institut Max von Laue—
Paul Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. Neutrons from the low-
energy tail of the cold-neutron spectrum are guided upward and
lose energy in the gravitational potential. The turbine further
shifts the spectrum to longer wavelengths to produce UCN that
are provided to a number of experiments including the EDM.
From communication group ILL.
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k ¼ 0.7 Å−1 or λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å.
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(2) The wall collision losses 1=τwalls ¼ μν are defined by
the energy dependent parameters, loss probability per
wall collision μ ≈ 10−4, and the wall collision fre-
quency in the trap ν ∼ 10–50s−1, given in Table VIII.

(3) 1=τslits is related to the mechanical precision of the
trap, which defines the leakage of UCN out of the trap,
which has been reduced with low-temperature Fom-
blin oil (a fluorinated, hydrogen free fluid with low-
neutron absorption) (Serebrov et al., 2008).

(4) τabs is the UCN absorption, due mostly to 3He in the
trap. Less than part-per-billion 3He contamination in
the superfluid is essential due to the strong absorption
of neutrons on 3He.

In a demonstration by Piegsa et al. (2014), total storage
times of greater than 150 s and UCN densities of 220 cm−3

have been achieved by using low-temperature Fomblin oil to
close gaps and slits in the trap volume. The Fermi potential
VF ≈ 100 neV for Fomblin oil results in a lower UCN
energy spectrum. The loss of higher-energy UCN is bal-
anced by potential advantages, because losses, depolariza-
tion, and some velocity-dependent systematic effects may be
smaller.
Many factors limit UCN-source performance including a

low Fermi potential of wall materials, other contributions to
storage lifetime, heat input due to the geometry of the incident
neutron beam extraction guides, source volume dimensions,
beam size, and beam divergence. UCN densities can be
increased to 103 cm−3 with an optimized 8.9 Å neutron beam,
larger storage volumes, and surface-coating improvements.
Extraction of the UCN from the source to the experiment

(Masuda et al., 2002; Piegsa et al., 2014) requires either a
window or a vertical exit from the superfluid He chamber such
as indicated in Fig. 18. For a superfluid He source, the UCNs
are accumulated in the source volume during production and
filling of the experimental volume, which reduces the density
in proportion to the ratio of the source volume relative to the
total volume of the source, guides, and experiment. The
experiment should therefore be placed close to the source, and
the ratio of source volume to experiment volume should be as
large as possible.

A second-generation SF-He source at ILL (SUN2) is shown
in Fig. 18 (Leung et al., 2016). The SF-He is held in a
container with inner surfaces that have a large Fermi potential,
e.g., for beryllium VF ¼ 252 neV, or with the help of
magnetically enhanced confinement (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The cryogenics package (not shown) dissipates
60 mW at 0.6 K. Neutrons with 8.9 Å wavelength enter
the SF-He container through one of the UCN reflecting
walls. Neutron beams available for such sources are typically
cold beams that are guided to experiments tens of meters
away from the neutron source. Neutron fluxes at ILL for the
H172A beam line are Φ0 ¼ 2.62×107 neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1

(Piegsa et al., 2014).
UCN production is a coherent phenomenon in superfluid

helium. Thus the polarization of an incident neutron beam is
preserved, and it is possible to produce polarized UCN from a
polarized cold-neutron beam or with a magnetic reflector
surrounding the UCN production volume (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The alternative, polarizing UCN after extraction from
the source, rejects at least half the neutrons.
The possibility of directly performing a UCN storage

experiment inside the source has led to the SNS nEDM
experimental concept described in Sec. IV.A. This also

TABLE VIII. Properties of materials for UCN production, storage, and transport showing loss per bounce and depolarization per bounce. DPe
is deuterated polyethylene; PET is polyethylene terephthalate; DLC is diamondlike carbon. 58Ni and steel alloys are magnetic, resulting in strong
depolarization of UCN. References: (a) Brenner et al. (2015); (b) T. Ito et al. (2018); (c) Atchison et al. (2007); (d) Serebrov et al. (2005);
(e) Serebrov et al. (2003); (f) Pattie et al. (2017); (g) Tang et al. (2016); and (h) Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux (1991).

Material V (neV) Loss per bounce Ref. Depolarization Ref.

DPe (300 K) 214 1.3 × 10−4 (a) 4 × 10−6 (b)
DLC on Al substrate (70 K) 270 1.7 × 10−4 (c) 0.7 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on Al substrate (300 K) 270 3.5 × 10−4 (c) 3 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (70 K) 242 1.6 × 10−4 (c) 15" ×10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (300 K) 242 5.8 × 10−4 (c) ð14" 1Þ × 10−6 (c)
Fomblin 300 K 106.5 2.2 × 10−5 (d) 1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (10 K) 252 3 × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (300 K) 252 ð4 − 10Þ × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
NiP 213 1.3 × 10−4 (f) < 7 × 10−6 (g)
58Ni 335 (h) Strong
Fe/steel/stainless 180–190 (h) Strong

8.9  beam

UCN Flap valve

Be
Valve 

control

FIG. 18. Schematic diagram of the ILL SUN2 source described
in the text. Adapted from Leung et al., 2016.
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mechanical shutters. A density of order 10UCNcm−3 in a few
tens of liter volume was achieved (Lauer and Zechlau, 2013).
Although the typical lifetimes in sD2 and the energy

dependent production rate have been well determined exper-
imentally, the performance of solid deuterium based sources is
typically lower than expected for operating sources (see
Table IX). Several issues related to the sD2 crystals have
been considered in an effort to explain this discrepancy. For
example, in practical sources, shrinkage of the crystal during
the cool down may cause cracks and may also reduce thermal
contact to the cooling apparatus. Cracks in the crystal also
change the neutron mean-free path in the source and thus may
affect the extraction efficiency. Thermal stress and geometrical
alignment of the source may also require preparation of the
crystal from the gas phase instead of freezing from the liquid
state. Another important consideration is guiding the neutrons
from the sD2 source to an experiment. Until recently, UCN
transmission in long guides had been a limitation, but Zechlau
(2016) measured transmission greater than 50% for 80 mm ID,
22 m long guides coated with NiMo (in the ratio 85∶15) and
including three 90° bends.
In Table IX, we list the currently operating UCN sources

and an estimate of the performance relevant to the neutron-
EDM experiments based on measurements reported in the
papers cited. In some cases, the number of polarized neutrons
was reported, as noted; for unpolarized UCN, the reported
densities should be decreased by at least a factor of 2 to
account for the loss of one spin state.
A number of additional sources based on both SF-He and

sD2 are under construction or planned. The operating SF-He
sources are in principle working at the level of theoretical
estimates. For these sources, scaling to larger neutron flux
would result in larger heating from the primary beam and
require increased cryogenic capacity, but is not expected to
significantly change the performance. At ILL, the SuperSUN
source has significantly larger converter volume, cryogenic
capacity, and will incorporate the magnetic reflector (Zimmer
and Golub, 2015) with the expectation of up to 1000 polarized
UCN=cm3. At KEK, a SF-He based source using proton-
spallation production of cold neutrons provided 0.7 unpolar-
ized UCN=cm3 with 78 W of proton power (Masuda et al.,
2002). This source has been moved to TRIUMF, where orders
of magnitude higher proton-beam power will be available.
Upgrading the cryogenics to handle higher power is predicted
to provide hundreds of UCN=cm3 for experiments. The
concept of the nEDM experiment under development for

the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Lab is to
produce the UCN within the EDM experiment as demon-
strated by O’Shaughnessy et al. (2009) for neutron-lifetime
measurements as discussed in detail in Sec. IV.A.
Plans to adapt the converter design of the sD2 source at the

Mainz TRIGA reactor to the strong core flux from the FRM-II
reactor at the Technical University of München FRM-II are
expected to produce 1000 UCN=cm3. The TRIGA reactor
operates at a lower average power; therefore scaling to a
higher power and radiation dose needs to be explored. An sD2

source is under development at the PULSTAR reactor at North
Carolina State University that is predicted to provide
40 UCN=cm3 for 1 MW (Korobkina et al., 2014).
The next major neutron source will be the European

Spallation Source (ESS). The ESS will provide an opportunity
for new UCN source possibilities with even greater densities
for future experiments, and a number of UCN source concepts
have been developed (Klinkby et al., 2014; Nesvizhevsky,
2014; Pendlebury and Greene, 2014; Zimmer, 2014b;
Lychagin et al., 2015). The goal of these proposals
is 103–104 UCN=cm3.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we review the current status and prospects of
EDM experiments. Our goal is to describe in some detail
technical aspects of the experiments, systematic errors, near-
term improvements, and new concepts under development.
Guided in part by the historical procession of experiments
discussed in the Introduction, we begin with the neutron and
move onto Cs and other paramagnetic atom and molecule
experiments. Diamagnetic atoms and molecules including
octupole-enhanced nuclei follow. Finally we describe the
development of storage-ring experiments to measure EDMs
of light nuclei. The results so far are summarized in Table I.

A. The neutron

Here we discuss the neutron-EDM experiment from the
original beam measurements to the UCN experiments. The
dominant systematic errors are discussed as well as brief
descriptions of the several efforts underway to improve the
sensitivity by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.
The first experiments to search for the neutron EDM used a

cold-neutron beam (Smith, Purcell, and Ramsey, 1957), but by
1980 the beam measurements became systematics limited due

TABLE IX. Currently operating UCN sources with UCN densities relevant to EDM experiments based on data reported in the cited
references. For unpolarized UCN, the reported densities should be decreased by a factor of at least 2 to make a consistent comparison.
References: (a) Baker et al. (2006); (b) T. M. Ito et al. (2018); (c) Becker et al. (2015); (d) Lauer and Zechlau (2013); (e) Leung et al. (2016); and
(f) Imajo et al. (2016).

Source Type Converter UCN=cm3 Ref.

ILL PF2 Reactor cold source (Turbine) Two polarized; based on detected UCN (a)
LANL Spallation sD2 40 polarized; observed in a test chamber (b)
PSI Spallation sD2 22 unpolarized; in standard storage bottle (c)
TRIGA Mainz Pulsed reactor sD2 Ten unpolarized (d)
ILL SUN-II Reactor cold-neutron beam SF-He Ten polarized; from production,

dilution, and polarization
(e)

JPARC Spallation VCN Rotating mirror 1.4 unpolarized; measured at source (f)
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using a medium that is not in thermal equilibrium with the
neutrons. For example, Fig. 17 shows the dispersion curves for
a free neutron and for thermal excitations in superfluid helium
(SF-He), a typical choice for a superthermal source material.
The curves cross at two points: E0 ¼ 0 and E1 ¼ E0 þ Δ,
where Δ ≈ 1 meV corresponding to neutron wavelength λ0 ¼
8.9 Å (Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux, 1991). This is
effectively a two-state system, and neutrons at E1 can
resonantly transfer their energy to the SF-He resulting in
final UCN energy EUCN ≈ E0 with a small spread due to the
width of the excitations. The process EUCN þ Δ → EUCN,
called “down-scattering,” is effectively independent of SF-He
temperature T. The reverse process, a UCN absorbing energy
Δ from the SF-He thermal bath (“up-scattering”), is exponen-
tially suppressed for Δ ≥ kBT according to the principle of
detailed balance, which gives the ratio of the up-scattering and

down-scattering cross sections (Golub, Richardson, and
Lamoreaux, 1991):

σðEUCN → EUCN þ ΔÞ
σðEUCN þ Δ → EUCNÞ

¼ EUCN þ Δ
EUCN

e−Δ=kBT: ð80Þ

The accumulation of UCN and the increase of the phase-space
density of the neutrons does not violate Liouville’s theorem,
because the UCN and excitations in SF-He are both part of the
same thermal system. Producing SF-He requires temperatures
T < 2.17 K. However, due to up-scattering T ≤ 0.6 K is
optimal for UCN production.
The equilbrium UCN density for a given UCN lifetime τtot

inside an SF-He source is ρUCN ¼ τtotRI , where the UCN
production rate per unit volume for SF-He density ρSF and
incident cold-neutron differential flux dΦ0=dλ is

RI ¼ ρSF

Z
dΦ0

dλ
σðλ → λUCNÞdλ: ð81Þ

For incident neutron wavelength near λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å, and assum-
ing a chamber with VF ¼ 252 neV (i.e., Be), the theoretical
UCN production rate based on the combined calculations of
Golub and Pendlebury (1977) and Yoshiki (2003) is
RI ¼ð4.55 % 0.25Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1, for dΦ0=dλ in
units of neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Baker et al. (2003) measured
the production rate for a narrow-band neutron beam near 9 Å,
which, when combined with the measured incident flux, is
interpreted as RI ¼ð3.48 % 0.53Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1.
Minimizing losses during UCN production is critical for

achieving high UCN densities. The loss rate is ultimately
limited by the neutron lifetime τnwith additional contributions
for a total loss rate:

1

τtot
¼ 1

τup
þ 1

τwalls
þ 1

τslits
þ 1

τabs
þ 1

τn
. ð82Þ

(1) The thermal up-scattering rate 1=τup is small at the
typical operating temperature of about 0.8 K [see
Eq. (80)], and below 0.6 K performance does not
further improve (Piegsa et al., 2014).

FIG. 16. UCN source at PF-2 at the Institut Max von Laue—
Paul Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. Neutrons from the low-
energy tail of the cold-neutron spectrum are guided upward and
lose energy in the gravitational potential. The turbine further
shifts the spectrum to longer wavelengths to produce UCN that
are provided to a number of experiments including the EDM.
From communication group ILL.
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FIG. 17. Single phonon dispersion curve for SF-He with a
minimum at k ≈ 2 nm−1 and the free neutron En¼ ðℏkÞ2=2mn.
The two curves intersect at En¼ 0 and 1 meV corresponding to
k ¼ 0.7 Å−1 or λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å.
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using a medium that is not in thermal equilibrium with the
neutrons. For example, Fig. 17 shows the dispersion curves for
a free neutron and for thermal excitations in superfluid helium
(SF-He), a typical choice for a superthermal source material.
The curves cross at two points: E0 ¼ 0 and E1 ¼ E0 þ Δ,
where Δ ≈ 1 meV corresponding to neutron wavelength λ0 ¼
8.9 Å (Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux, 1991). This is
effectively a two-state system, and neutrons at E1 can
resonantly transfer their energy to the SF-He resulting in
final UCN energy EUCN ≈ E0 with a small spread due to the
width of the excitations. The process EUCN þ Δ → EUCN,
called “down-scattering,” is effectively independent of SF-He
temperature T. The reverse process, a UCN absorbing energy
Δ from the SF-He thermal bath (“up-scattering”), is exponen-
tially suppressed for Δ ≥ kBT according to the principle of
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incident cold-neutron differential flux dΦ0=dλ is
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For incident neutron wavelength near λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å, and assum-
ing a chamber with VF ¼ 252 neV (i.e., Be), the theoretical
UCN production rate based on the combined calculations of
Golub and Pendlebury (1977) and Yoshiki (2003) is
RI ¼ð4.55 % 0.25Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1, for dΦ0=dλ in
units of neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Baker et al. (2003) measured
the production rate for a narrow-band neutron beam near 9 Å,
which, when combined with the measured incident flux, is
interpreted as RI ¼ð3.48 % 0.53Þ×10−8dΦ0=dλjλ0 cm

−3 s−1.
Minimizing losses during UCN production is critical for

achieving high UCN densities. The loss rate is ultimately
limited by the neutron lifetime τnwith additional contributions
for a total loss rate:
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(1) The thermal up-scattering rate 1=τup is small at the
typical operating temperature of about 0.8 K [see
Eq. (80)], and below 0.6 K performance does not
further improve (Piegsa et al., 2014).

FIG. 16. UCN source at PF-2 at the Institut Max von Laue—
Paul Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. Neutrons from the low-
energy tail of the cold-neutron spectrum are guided upward and
lose energy in the gravitational potential. The turbine further
shifts the spectrum to longer wavelengths to produce UCN that
are provided to a number of experiments including the EDM.
From communication group ILL.
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FIG. 17. Single phonon dispersion curve for SF-He with a
minimum at k ≈ 2 nm−1 and the free neutron En¼ ðℏkÞ2=2mn.
The two curves intersect at En¼ 0 and 1 meV corresponding to
k ¼ 0.7 Å−1 or λ0 ¼ 8.9 Å.
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(2) The wall collision losses 1=τwalls ¼ μν are defined by
the energy dependent parameters, loss probability per
wall collision μ ≈ 10−4, and the wall collision fre-
quency in the trap ν ∼ 10–50s−1, given in Table VIII.

(3) 1=τslits is related to the mechanical precision of the
trap, which defines the leakage of UCN out of the trap,
which has been reduced with low-temperature Fom-
blin oil (a fluorinated, hydrogen free fluid with low-
neutron absorption) (Serebrov et al., 2008).

(4) τabs is the UCN absorption, due mostly to 3He in the
trap. Less than part-per-billion 3He contamination in
the superfluid is essential due to the strong absorption
of neutrons on 3He.

In a demonstration by Piegsa et al. (2014), total storage
times of greater than 150 s and UCN densities of 220 cm−3

have been achieved by using low-temperature Fomblin oil to
close gaps and slits in the trap volume. The Fermi potential
VF ≈ 100 neV for Fomblin oil results in a lower UCN
energy spectrum. The loss of higher-energy UCN is bal-
anced by potential advantages, because losses, depolariza-
tion, and some velocity-dependent systematic effects may be
smaller.
Many factors limit UCN-source performance including a

low Fermi potential of wall materials, other contributions to
storage lifetime, heat input due to the geometry of the incident
neutron beam extraction guides, source volume dimensions,
beam size, and beam divergence. UCN densities can be
increased to 103 cm−3 with an optimized 8.9 Å neutron beam,
larger storage volumes, and surface-coating improvements.
Extraction of the UCN from the source to the experiment

(Masuda et al., 2002; Piegsa et al., 2014) requires either a
window or a vertical exit from the superfluid He chamber such
as indicated in Fig. 18. For a superfluid He source, the UCNs
are accumulated in the source volume during production and
filling of the experimental volume, which reduces the density
in proportion to the ratio of the source volume relative to the
total volume of the source, guides, and experiment. The
experiment should therefore be placed close to the source, and
the ratio of source volume to experiment volume should be as
large as possible.

A second-generation SF-He source at ILL (SUN2) is shown
in Fig. 18 (Leung et al., 2016). The SF-He is held in a
container with inner surfaces that have a large Fermi potential,
e.g., for beryllium VF ¼ 252 neV, or with the help of
magnetically enhanced confinement (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The cryogenics package (not shown) dissipates
60 mW at 0.6 K. Neutrons with 8.9 Å wavelength enter
the SF-He container through one of the UCN reflecting
walls. Neutron beams available for such sources are typically
cold beams that are guided to experiments tens of meters
away from the neutron source. Neutron fluxes at ILL for the
H172A beam line are Φ0 ¼ 2.62×107 neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1

(Piegsa et al., 2014).
UCN production is a coherent phenomenon in superfluid

helium. Thus the polarization of an incident neutron beam is
preserved, and it is possible to produce polarized UCN from a
polarized cold-neutron beam or with a magnetic reflector
surrounding the UCN production volume (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The alternative, polarizing UCN after extraction from
the source, rejects at least half the neutrons.
The possibility of directly performing a UCN storage

experiment inside the source has led to the SNS nEDM
experimental concept described in Sec. IV.A. This also

TABLE VIII. Properties of materials for UCN production, storage, and transport showing loss per bounce and depolarization per bounce. DPe
is deuterated polyethylene; PET is polyethylene terephthalate; DLC is diamondlike carbon. 58Ni and steel alloys are magnetic, resulting in strong
depolarization of UCN. References: (a) Brenner et al. (2015); (b) T. Ito et al. (2018); (c) Atchison et al. (2007); (d) Serebrov et al. (2005);
(e) Serebrov et al. (2003); (f) Pattie et al. (2017); (g) Tang et al. (2016); and (h) Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux (1991).

Material V (neV) Loss per bounce Ref. Depolarization Ref.

DPe (300 K) 214 1.3 × 10−4 (a) 4 × 10−6 (b)
DLC on Al substrate (70 K) 270 1.7 × 10−4 (c) 0.7 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on Al substrate (300 K) 270 3.5 × 10−4 (c) 3 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (70 K) 242 1.6 × 10−4 (c) 15" ×10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (300 K) 242 5.8 × 10−4 (c) ð14" 1Þ × 10−6 (c)
Fomblin 300 K 106.5 2.2 × 10−5 (d) 1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (10 K) 252 3 × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (300 K) 252 ð4 − 10Þ × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
NiP 213 1.3 × 10−4 (f) < 7 × 10−6 (g)
58Ni 335 (h) Strong
Fe/steel/stainless 180–190 (h) Strong

8.9  beam

UCN Flap valve

Be
Valve 

control

FIG. 18. Schematic diagram of the ILL SUN2 source described
in the text. Adapted from Leung et al., 2016.
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(2) The wall collision losses 1=τwalls ¼ μν are defined by
the energy dependent parameters, loss probability per
wall collision μ ≈ 10−4, and the wall collision fre-
quency in the trap ν ∼ 10–50s−1, given in Table VIII.

(3) 1=τslits is related to the mechanical precision of the
trap, which defines the leakage of UCN out of the trap,
which has been reduced with low-temperature Fom-
blin oil (a fluorinated, hydrogen free fluid with low-
neutron absorption) (Serebrov et al., 2008).

(4) τabs is the UCN absorption, due mostly to 3He in the
trap. Less than part-per-billion 3He contamination in
the superfluid is essential due to the strong absorption
of neutrons on 3He.

In a demonstration by Piegsa et al. (2014), total storage
times of greater than 150 s and UCN densities of 220 cm−3

have been achieved by using low-temperature Fomblin oil to
close gaps and slits in the trap volume. The Fermi potential
VF ≈ 100 neV for Fomblin oil results in a lower UCN
energy spectrum. The loss of higher-energy UCN is bal-
anced by potential advantages, because losses, depolariza-
tion, and some velocity-dependent systematic effects may be
smaller.
Many factors limit UCN-source performance including a

low Fermi potential of wall materials, other contributions to
storage lifetime, heat input due to the geometry of the incident
neutron beam extraction guides, source volume dimensions,
beam size, and beam divergence. UCN densities can be
increased to 103 cm−3 with an optimized 8.9 Å neutron beam,
larger storage volumes, and surface-coating improvements.
Extraction of the UCN from the source to the experiment

(Masuda et al., 2002; Piegsa et al., 2014) requires either a
window or a vertical exit from the superfluid He chamber such
as indicated in Fig. 18. For a superfluid He source, the UCNs
are accumulated in the source volume during production and
filling of the experimental volume, which reduces the density
in proportion to the ratio of the source volume relative to the
total volume of the source, guides, and experiment. The
experiment should therefore be placed close to the source, and
the ratio of source volume to experiment volume should be as
large as possible.

A second-generation SF-He source at ILL (SUN2) is shown
in Fig. 18 (Leung et al., 2016). The SF-He is held in a
container with inner surfaces that have a large Fermi potential,
e.g., for beryllium VF ¼ 252 neV, or with the help of
magnetically enhanced confinement (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The cryogenics package (not shown) dissipates
60 mW at 0.6 K. Neutrons with 8.9 Å wavelength enter
the SF-He container through one of the UCN reflecting
walls. Neutron beams available for such sources are typically
cold beams that are guided to experiments tens of meters
away from the neutron source. Neutron fluxes at ILL for the
H172A beam line are Φ0 ¼ 2.62×107 neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1

(Piegsa et al., 2014).
UCN production is a coherent phenomenon in superfluid

helium. Thus the polarization of an incident neutron beam is
preserved, and it is possible to produce polarized UCN from a
polarized cold-neutron beam or with a magnetic reflector
surrounding the UCN production volume (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The alternative, polarizing UCN after extraction from
the source, rejects at least half the neutrons.
The possibility of directly performing a UCN storage

experiment inside the source has led to the SNS nEDM
experimental concept described in Sec. IV.A. This also

TABLE VIII. Properties of materials for UCN production, storage, and transport showing loss per bounce and depolarization per bounce. DPe
is deuterated polyethylene; PET is polyethylene terephthalate; DLC is diamondlike carbon. 58Ni and steel alloys are magnetic, resulting in strong
depolarization of UCN. References: (a) Brenner et al. (2015); (b) T. Ito et al. (2018); (c) Atchison et al. (2007); (d) Serebrov et al. (2005);
(e) Serebrov et al. (2003); (f) Pattie et al. (2017); (g) Tang et al. (2016); and (h) Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux (1991).

Material V (neV) Loss per bounce Ref. Depolarization Ref.

DPe (300 K) 214 1.3 × 10−4 (a) 4 × 10−6 (b)
DLC on Al substrate (70 K) 270 1.7 × 10−4 (c) 0.7 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on Al substrate (300 K) 270 3.5 × 10−4 (c) 3 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (70 K) 242 1.6 × 10−4 (c) 15" ×10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (300 K) 242 5.8 × 10−4 (c) ð14" 1Þ × 10−6 (c)
Fomblin 300 K 106.5 2.2 × 10−5 (d) 1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (10 K) 252 3 × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (300 K) 252 ð4 − 10Þ × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
NiP 213 1.3 × 10−4 (f) < 7 × 10−6 (g)
58Ni 335 (h) Strong
Fe/steel/stainless 180–190 (h) Strong
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FIG. 18. Schematic diagram of the ILL SUN2 source described
in the text. Adapted from Leung et al., 2016.
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(2) The wall collision losses 1=τwalls ¼ μν are defined by
the energy dependent parameters, loss probability per
wall collision μ ≈ 10−4, and the wall collision fre-
quency in the trap ν ∼ 10–50s−1, given in Table VIII.

(3) 1=τslits is related to the mechanical precision of the
trap, which defines the leakage of UCN out of the trap,
which has been reduced with low-temperature Fom-
blin oil (a fluorinated, hydrogen free fluid with low-
neutron absorption) (Serebrov et al., 2008).

(4) τabs is the UCN absorption, due mostly to 3He in the
trap. Less than part-per-billion 3He contamination in
the superfluid is essential due to the strong absorption
of neutrons on 3He.

In a demonstration by Piegsa et al. (2014), total storage
times of greater than 150 s and UCN densities of 220 cm−3

have been achieved by using low-temperature Fomblin oil to
close gaps and slits in the trap volume. The Fermi potential
VF ≈ 100 neV for Fomblin oil results in a lower UCN
energy spectrum. The loss of higher-energy UCN is bal-
anced by potential advantages, because losses, depolariza-
tion, and some velocity-dependent systematic effects may be
smaller.
Many factors limit UCN-source performance including a

low Fermi potential of wall materials, other contributions to
storage lifetime, heat input due to the geometry of the incident
neutron beam extraction guides, source volume dimensions,
beam size, and beam divergence. UCN densities can be
increased to 103 cm−3 with an optimized 8.9 Å neutron beam,
larger storage volumes, and surface-coating improvements.
Extraction of the UCN from the source to the experiment

(Masuda et al., 2002; Piegsa et al., 2014) requires either a
window or a vertical exit from the superfluid He chamber such
as indicated in Fig. 18. For a superfluid He source, the UCNs
are accumulated in the source volume during production and
filling of the experimental volume, which reduces the density
in proportion to the ratio of the source volume relative to the
total volume of the source, guides, and experiment. The
experiment should therefore be placed close to the source, and
the ratio of source volume to experiment volume should be as
large as possible.

A second-generation SF-He source at ILL (SUN2) is shown
in Fig. 18 (Leung et al., 2016). The SF-He is held in a
container with inner surfaces that have a large Fermi potential,
e.g., for beryllium VF ¼ 252 neV, or with the help of
magnetically enhanced confinement (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The cryogenics package (not shown) dissipates
60 mW at 0.6 K. Neutrons with 8.9 Å wavelength enter
the SF-He container through one of the UCN reflecting
walls. Neutron beams available for such sources are typically
cold beams that are guided to experiments tens of meters
away from the neutron source. Neutron fluxes at ILL for the
H172A beam line are Φ0 ¼ 2.62×107 neutrons cm−2 s−1 Å−1

(Piegsa et al., 2014).
UCN production is a coherent phenomenon in superfluid

helium. Thus the polarization of an incident neutron beam is
preserved, and it is possible to produce polarized UCN from a
polarized cold-neutron beam or with a magnetic reflector
surrounding the UCN production volume (Zimmer and Golub,
2015). The alternative, polarizing UCN after extraction from
the source, rejects at least half the neutrons.
The possibility of directly performing a UCN storage

experiment inside the source has led to the SNS nEDM
experimental concept described in Sec. IV.A. This also

TABLE VIII. Properties of materials for UCN production, storage, and transport showing loss per bounce and depolarization per bounce. DPe
is deuterated polyethylene; PET is polyethylene terephthalate; DLC is diamondlike carbon. 58Ni and steel alloys are magnetic, resulting in strong
depolarization of UCN. References: (a) Brenner et al. (2015); (b) T. Ito et al. (2018); (c) Atchison et al. (2007); (d) Serebrov et al. (2005);
(e) Serebrov et al. (2003); (f) Pattie et al. (2017); (g) Tang et al. (2016); and (h) Golub, Richardson, and Lamoreaux (1991).

Material V (neV) Loss per bounce Ref. Depolarization Ref.

DPe (300 K) 214 1.3 × 10−4 (a) 4 × 10−6 (b)
DLC on Al substrate (70 K) 270 1.7 × 10−4 (c) 0.7 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on Al substrate (300 K) 270 3.5 × 10−4 (c) 3 × 10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (70 K) 242 1.6 × 10−4 (c) 15" ×10−6 (c)
DLC on PET substrate (300 K) 242 5.8 × 10−4 (c) ð14" 1Þ × 10−6 (c)
Fomblin 300 K 106.5 2.2 × 10−5 (d) 1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (10 K) 252 3 × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
Be (300 K) 252 ð4 − 10Þ × 10−5 (d) 1.1 × 10−5 (e)
NiP 213 1.3 × 10−4 (f) < 7 × 10−6 (g)
58Ni 335 (h) Strong
Fe/steel/stainless 180–190 (h) Strong
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FIG. 18. Schematic diagram of the ILL SUN2 source described
in the text. Adapted from Leung et al., 2016.
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Use the  “world’s best best UCN source” 
to reach sd~2x10-27 e-cm in five years
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UCNτ experiment
877.7±0.7 (+0.4-0.2) s

UCNA/B experiment
l=-1.2772±0.0020
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Use the  “world’s best” UCN source 
to reach sd~2x10-27 e-cm in five years
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Parameters Values

E(kV/cm) 12.0

N(per cell) 39,100

Tfree (s) 180

Tduty (s) 300

α 0.8

σ/day/cell (10-26 e-cm) 5.7

σ/day (10-26 e-cm)
(for double cell)

4.0

σ/year (10-27 e-cm)
(for double cell)

2.1

90% C.L./year (10-27 e-cm)
(for double cell)

3.4



UCN source
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UCN source upgrade
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PHYSICAL REVIEW C 97, 012501(R) (2018) 

The source is shown to perform as modeled. The UCN density measured at the exit of 
the biological shield was 184(32) UCN/cm3, a fourfold increase from the highest 

previously reported

- Simulation based optimization of cryostat and moderator geometry

- Replaceable moderator; New flapper valve design; Modify UCN tee

	



Storage cell Measurement
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51V + n → 52V → 52Cr + β + γ (1.4 MeV) 

The polarized UCN density stored in an external 
chamber was measured to be 39(7) UCN/cm3

PHYSICAL REVIEW C 97, 012501(R) (2018) 
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Storage time measurement
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T1 with dPS coated cell

33

The measured T1 indicates a field 
gradient of 100 nT/m, much worse than 
the measured gradient of a few nT/m in 
the absence of the cell and electrodes. 
This indicates existence of some 
localized magnetization.

	



Rabi measurement
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Ramsey curve with t=10 s
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T2 ~ 20 s

to complications arising from beam divergence and motional
(v⃗ × E⃗) effects (Dress et al., 1977). These systematic issues
led to experiments using stored UCN, trading higher neutron
density for longer observation times and reduced velocity
(Altarev et al., 1980). Two recent stored-UCN experiment
configurations are shown in Fig. 19. For the ILL-Sussex-
Rutherford experiment [Fig. 19(a)] (Baker et al., 2006) a
single chamber is used along with a comagnetometer, while
the Gatchina experiment [Fig. 19(b)] (Altarev et al., 1992,
1996) employed a pair of chambers with opposite electric
fields and a common magnetic field. In the latter scheme,
common-mode time-dependent magnetic-field variations are
rejected to the degree to which the common magnetic field is
uniform. The ILL experiment is analyzed as a spin-clock
comparison using a variation of Ramsey’s separated oscil-
latory field technique to measure two spin-polarized species
(neutrons and a 199Hg comagnetometer) in the same volume at
the same time. In the Gatchina approach, both chambers have

very similar systematics and the velocities of the UCN are
small enough that many systematic effects are negligible at the
10−26e cm level.
In Ramsey’s technique (Ramsey, 1990b), an interferometer

in time is realized by comparing the phase from a spin clock
with frequency ωL, the Larmor precession frequency, with the
phase of a reference clock with frequency ωR after a fixed
measurement time τ as illustrated in Fig. 20. The optimal
observation time τ is based on the UCN storage time and the
polarization lifetimes (T!

2) of the UCN and the comagnetom-
eter. The phases of the spins and the clock evolve at the
different frequencies, and the phase difference after a time τ is
Δ ¼ ðωL − ωRÞτ. This is read out using the polarization Pz,
i.e., the projection of the spin along the B0 field after the
second pulse is applied. In terms of the number of neutrons
detected with spin parallel (N↑) and antiparallel (N↓) to B0 at
the end of the free-precession cycle, the polarization is

Pz ¼
N↑ − N↓

N↑ þ N↓
: ð86Þ

For Δ ¼ 0, π=2, π, Pz=P0 ¼ −1, 0, 1, respectively, where P0

is the maximum magnitude of the polarization. To maximize
sensitivity to a change of frequency, Δ ¼ & π=2 is chosen to
provide the maximum slope of the fringes:

tim
e

B1 ( r) P( L) B0  

FIG. 20. Ramsey’s technique of separated oscillatory fields. The
experiment starts out with polarized particles in a stable and
uniform magnetic field B0, with a stable external oscillator at
frequency ωR near the Larmor frequency ωL of the particles in the
B0 field. First a π=2 pulse of oscillating magnetic field (B1)
rotates the polarization into the plane normal to B0, creating a
superposition of spin-up and spin-down states. The spins and
external clock evolve independently until a second π=2 pulse is
applied. The second pulse measures the phase difference between
the oscillator and precessing spins that accumulates during the
free-precession interval. Time evolves from top to bottom in the
figure.
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FIG. 19. Neutron-EDM apparatus from (a) the ILL-Sussex-
Rutherford experiment with one chamber for UCN and a
comagnetometer. From Baker et al., 2006. (b) The Gatchina
apparatus, as set up at ILL, with two neutron storage chambers so
that parallel and antiparallel E and B field orientations are
measured simultaneously. From Serebrov et al., 2015. Both
experiments are run with the storage chamber in vacuum at
room temperature.
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LANL nEDM Magnetic field specs
Table 2.1.: Summary of the most important technical parameters for the LANL nEDM

experiment along with the additional sections in this document where they
are addressed.

Parameter Symbol Units Values Relevant TPR Sections

Electric field E kV/cm 12 4.2, 5.3, 6.1
UCN per chamber N 39,000 3.3, 6.1

Free Precession Time Tfree s 180 6.1
Cycle Time Tcycle s 300 6.1

Polarization Product ↵ = AP0 0.8 2.1.3, 5.1.2, 6.1
B-field gradient rB (nT/m) 0.3 2.2.1, 5.4
B-field stability �B (fT/500 s) 50 2.2.1, 5.4

field and whose path makes a 1/4 turn around the circumference of the precession
chamber generates a false EDM signal of 1⇥ 10�27

e·cm.
However, there are disadvantages. It limits the strength of the electric field: it has

been observed in both the ILL-Sussex experiment and the PSI experiment that a reversal
of the direction of the electric field reduces the spin lifetime of 199Hg. Furthermore, a
199Hg comagnetometer brings a significant complexity to the experiment.
For these reasons, although our baseline design employs a 199Hg based co-magnetometer,

we will also explore other options, such as mounting a 199Hg filled cell on top of the pre-
cession chamber and using it as an external comagnetometer, rather than using 199Hg
as a comagnetometer. The e↵ect of leakage current may be addressed by carefully mon-
itoring using both the Cs and the 199Hg external magnetometers.

2.2. Subsystems

2.2.1. UCN production

The LANL UCN source and its recent upgrade is described in detail in Sec. 3, and
the basic design is shown in Fig. 3.2. The UCN are produced by down-conversion of
cold neutrons in SD2. The pulsed 800-MeV LANSCE proton beam strikes a tungsten
target and produces spallation neutrons with an average energy of 2 MeV, which are
moderated to room temperature by beryllium and graphite, and then to ⇠40 K by
polyethylene beads. The UCN production peaks for cold-neutron energy around 6 meV.
The UCN lifetime in SD2 is very short (⇠ 60 ms), the UCN once exit the SD2 are
prevented from returning to the volume of SD2 by a ”flapper” valve. The flapper valve
only opens when the next pulse of protons arrives to allow a new burst of UCN to add
into the UCN storage. The source and guide system were recently upgraded with a
redesigned cryostat, a compact cold neutron moderator, new vertical UCN guides, and
a UCN-friendly flapper valve. The average proton current was also increased.
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Overview
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Field cage
MSR

MSR support structure

3.5 m

Vacuum chamber
Switchers

Polarimeters

	



Vacuum and internal design
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Vacuum chamber: composite insulating material

Precession chambers (50 cm diameter)

Electrodes

UCN valves

	



Vacuum and internal design
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• Octagon-shaped multi-gap 

solenoid
• Spin-transport coil interface
• Comsol modeled

Storage 
Cells

Spin-
transport 
Interface

Coil 
Sections
Cur 1
Cur 2

1/7th scale prototype 

1/2 scale prototype will be 
tested in the small MSR
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2.3 m

B0 Coil (J. Brewinton, A. Palamure, B. Plaster)



Spin-Transport coils
Double Layer Modified Cos 𝜃
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Polarimeter – measures two spin states
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a ~ 0.85

	



MSR 
Designed in collaboration with MSL; 

Constructed in UK, installation underway MSC
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4 μ-metal + 1 Cu layers

2.3 m

3.5 m

	



Field cage MSR Evaluation and 
cancellation of external fields: 
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Magnetometry Requirements

+/- HV
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EDM sensitivity
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Combine commercial OPMs and custom 199Hg Magnetometers
199Hg (3He) comagnetometry incorportated in design

	



	
• Optics setup for 

nEDM@LANL
• Hg cells fabrication and 

study.
• Perfluoroeicosane 

(C20F42) as the wall 
coating towards the HV 
mercury cell
• Reference cell with 

natural Hg and Helium 
for feedback laser 
signal

• Design and fabricate the 
feedback locking circuit 
so the laser locks at two 
frequencies during the 
pump and probe phases 
with a Hg reference cell. 

Hg-199 (co) magnetometers: (J Chen, IU)



OPMs: Optically pumped alkali 
magnetometers (Rb, Cs): F. B. Hills

Three Quspin magnetometers combined gradieomeer: 2.5 cm separated
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QuSpin TwinLeaf
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Hybrid magnetometry (Heil, Bison, …)
• 3He is “nearly perfect 2-state system”
• Collaboration with Twinleaf LLC (M. Limes, T. Kornack) 

(pump-probe 87Rb gradiometer - OMG)
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Figure 8: Calculation of the magnetic field magnitude for a 2 mm cube with a 1 T static field in
the z direction. The sensors should go on the diagonals and as close to the cell as possible.

3.2.1 3He readout

The readout challenge is defined by examining the amplitude of the magnetic field modu-
lation, which is shown in Fig. 8 for a 2 torr sample of 3He with 20% polarization in a 2
mm cube precessing in a 1µT magnetic field oriented vertically. Our goal is to detect the
modulation at about 30 Hz with magnitude typically pT in a static field of µT with (very
small) sensors that can be placed within a few mm of the 3He sample.

Sensitive magnetometers with su�cient bandwidth include SQUIDs, OPMs and diamond-
valence magnetometers. For example SQUID magnetometers with sensitivity of 10 fT/

p
Hz

or better have been used by several groups including our UMich group and can typically
detect the precessing magnetization with sub 100 nHz ( 3 fT) sensitivity for 100 second mea-
surements [9, 64]. SQUIDs would not be practical for the envisioned nEDM magnetometery
arrays.

3.2.2 OPM Readout

Optically-pumped alkali magnetometers (OPMs) can be used to read out the precessing
magnetization from hyperpolarized 3He cells as demonstrated by [65]. We are partnering
with Twinleaf LLC, who have developed miniature (sub cm) OPM sensors with Rb and Cs
with the required sensitivity. In one potential implementation, each package would include
polarization and probe lasers on the same platform. Another possible implementation would
use optical fibers to bring light to and from the OPM. The most straightforward configu-
ration, the Mx magnetometer, consists of circularly polarized optical pumping light, optical
detection and an oscillating magnetic field with frequency feedback to lock the atomic spins
to the magnetic field. In both cases, we believe it is important to avoid the Mx configura-
tion, which uses resonant RF brought in by wires for a number of reasons including explicitly
mitigating cross-talk between magnetometers. An alternative to the Mx magnetometer is
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Detection of polarized
3
He by scalar pulsed

87
Rb gradiometer at 2.5 µT

M. E. Limes

(Dated: July 9, 2019)

3 cm

1 cm rad
2.12 cm

B0

3
He Cell

87
Rb Cell

87
Rb Cell

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental apparatus with fields gen-

erated due to
3
He cell at each

87
Rb cell.

FIG. 2. Raw time-domain
87
Rb gradiometer data.

In discussions on May 3rd, an idea of detecting
3
He ex-

ternal to a cell was proposed by Tim Chupp, in the regime

where a bias field is large enough such that a scalar mag-

netometer would detect transverse components only sec-

ond order—if the scalar detector were o↵set from detect-

ing the maximum transverse signal, the projection of the

dipolar field would add or subtract linearly to the bias

field as the
3
He precessed. We set up the experiment

shown in Fig. 1 using Twinleaf’s all-optical scalar pulsed
87
Rb gradiometer.

3
He was polarized in a 1 cm dia. aluminosilicate sphere

by optically pumped K at 150
�
C for roughly an hour in

a Twinleaf MS-2 shield (dented), in a field of about 2.5

µT. The cell was then removed from the pumping oven

and placed below the
87
Rb gradiometer, then a small

noble gas tipping pulse was applied. The gradiometer

was sampling at 300 Hz and counted with a Twinleaf

TDC. Data is shown in Fig. 2.

The time-domain data was filtered using a 20 Hz band-

FIG. 3. FFT’d data showing large ⇡80 Hz component due

to
3
He precession.

pass centered about 80 Hz, and sections of one-second

data were fit to a sine wave. The resulting
3
He field,

along with the raw data from each cell of the
87
Rb gra-

diometer are shown in Fig. 4. The raw signal height in the

gradiometer was about 18 pT/cm—this is a bit smaller

than expected given the arrangement in Fig. 1 and cal-

culating polarization/magnetization/signal. The smaller

signal is probably due to the larger distance of the gra-

diometer to the cell, poor tipping pulse, and clumsy way

of moving the cell out of the pumping oven with the MS-

2 endcaps o↵. We confirmed this was
3
He by changing

the field and watching the appropriate frequency shift in

a real-time FFT.

FIG. 4. Results of fitting
3
He data along with raw

87
Rb mag-

netometer data in each cell.

To give an idea of how much more signal we need for

SEOP Pumped: 700ntorr
(<0.1% polarization)
Hours of pumping

MEOP: 2 torr  ~10% 
< 1 min pumping

Gradiometer data                      FFT                       Filtered gradiometer data.
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Area B Today
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September 2021: 
MSR Installation complete

B0 and Gradient coils

End 2021: 
UCN transport complete / UCN Tests

Central electrode Hg and OPMs

Winter/Spring 2022
Commissioning

June 2022:
First EDM data

5 YEARS TO 10-27 E-CM

Fingers crossed!!!

Outlook
	


